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Introduction {#sec1}
============

CRISPR (clustered regularly interspersed short palindromic repeats)-Cas (CRISPR-associated) systems found in bacteria and archaea provide adaptive immunity against exogenous genetic elements ([@bib1], [@bib19], [@bib10], [@bib18]). Guide RNAs encoded in CRISPR repeat-spacer arrays are transcribed and processed into individual CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs), which guide Cas proteins to recognize and cleave invading DNAs or RNAs in a sequence-dependent manner ([@bib23]). Based on the number of Cas proteins in the crRNA-effector complex, CRISPR-Cas systems are divided into two classes. Several Cas proteins are needed to form an effector complex in class I CRISPR-Cas systems, whereas a single multiple-domain Cas protein is sufficient for target recognition and cleavage in class II systems ([@bib17], [@bib9], [@bib36]). The simplicity of class II CRISPR-Cas systems greatly facilitates their application in genome engineering.

Cas9 protein, especially *Streptococcus pyogenes* Cas9, which belongs to class II type II CRISPR-Cas systems, is most thoroughly investigated and widely used in genome engineering and manipulation ([@bib4], [@bib11], [@bib24]). Within class II CRISPR-Cas systems, type V Cas12a protein, also known as Cpf1, displays its own unique features and serves as an alternative and complementation to Cas9. *Lachnospiraceae bacterium* Cas12a (LbCas12a) and *Acidaminococcus sp*. *BV3L6* Cas12a (AsCas12a) exhibited little or no tolerance for mismatches in mammalian gene editing, indicating their higher specificity than Cas9 ([@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib34], [@bib35]). In addition, Cas12a contains an RNA nuclease domain to process its own precursor crRNA, simplifying its application for multiplexed gene editing ([@bib5], [@bib41]). Furthermore, Cas12a exhibits RNA-independent DNase activity and target-binding-induced indiscriminate single-stranded DNase activity, which enable development of novel DNA detection methods with extremely high sensitivity ([@bib31], [@bib2], [@bib8]). Therefore, Cas12a has attracted great attention and been widely used ([@bib16], [@bib32]).

Structural and biochemical studies revealed that Cas12a exhibits a different structural architecture from Cas9, which leads to its distinct molecular mechanisms ([@bib3], [@bib6], [@bib37], [@bib38], [@bib27], [@bib33], [@bib12], [@bib25], [@bib30]). Dual tracrRNA:crRNA or a fused single-guide RNA guides Cas9 to recognize 3′ G-rich protospacer-adjacent motifs (PAMs) on double-stranded DNAs (dsDNAs). Two nuclease domains, HNH and RuvC, are used by Cas9 to cleave dsDNA through their concerted motions to generate blunt ends 3 bp upstream of PAM sites ([@bib13], [@bib29]). On the other hand, Cas12a is guided by a single crRNA to recognize 5′ T-rich PAMs. Cas12a contains a single RuvC endonuclease domain, which cleaves non-target strand (NTS) and target strand (TS) one by one to create staggered ends ([@bib40], [@bib37], [@bib33], [@bib12], [@bib30]). In addition, evidences showed that Cas12a has multiple cleavage sites on both DNA strands ([@bib27], [@bib33], [@bib30]).

Several single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) assays have been utilized to characterize conformational dynamics of Cas12a ([@bib12], [@bib25], [@bib28]). Singh and coworkers examined how rates of Cas12a/crRNA/dsDNA ternary complex formation and DNA cleavage are modulated by complementarity between crRNA and DNA ([@bib25]). On the other hand, FRET pairs located within *Francisella novicida* Cas12a (FnCas12a) protein and between crRNA and NTS of AsCas12a complexes both showed that Cas12a ternary complexes display several distinctive conformational states, including PAM recognition, R-loop expansion, and NTS and TS pre-cleavage states ([@bib12], [@bib28]). Here, using smFRET between crRNA and TS, we established a quantitative kinetic scheme to quantify conformational dynamics of Cas12a ternary complexes and to describe how the extent of crRNA-TS heteroduplex formation modulates transition rates and reaction pathways among different conformational states. We discovered that 14 base pairs of crRNA-DNA heteroduplex at the PAM-proximal end were sufficient to trigger the nuclease activation of Cas12a, whereas more crRNA-DNA base pairs were required to free NTS cleavage sites from DNA duplex to permit cleavage. After NTS cleavage, TS pre-cleavage states were highly stabilized to enable two DNA strands cleaved subsequently. There were several TS pre-cleavage states producing cleaved fragments of different length, whose relative stabilities were modulated by the extent of crRNA-DNA complementarity. Our new findings shed lights on molecular mechanisms of Cas12a-mediated DNA cleavage.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Conformational Dynamics of Cas12a/crRNA/dsDNA Ternary Complexes {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------

To probe the conformational dynamics of Cas12a ternary complexes from their formation until DNA cleavage, we utilized smFRET between crRNA and dsDNA. As shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A, dsDNAs containing Cy5-labeled TS were immobilized on polyethylene glycol-passivated microscope glass slides. An objective-based total internal reflection fluorescence microscope was used to capture smFRET trajectories, whose recording was started 5 s before the delivery of pre-formed Cas12a/crRNA complexes, containing Cy3 at the 3′ end of crRNA ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), to surface immobilized dsDNA ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Formation of stable Cas12a/crRNA/dsDNA complexes, indicated by black arrows in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A, caused simultaneous appearance of both Cy3 and Cy5 signals. The increase of Cy3/Cy5 FRET efficiencies evidenced that Cas12a/crRNA/dsDNA complexes underwent a series of conformational changes to bring Cy3- and Cy5-labeling sites close to each other ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and 1B). When a full cognate dsDNA containing 23 matched bases toward crRNA was used, termination of FRET signals was accompanied by disappearance of Cy5 signals in ∼90% of single-molecule events (blue arrows in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). We have carefully adjusted the laser power to obtain optimal signal-to-noise ratio and to minimize the contributions of photobleaching ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Therefore, loss of FRET was due to the release of Cy5-labeled DNA fragments from Cas12a ternary complexes after DNA cleavage ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B and S1C), which agreed with previous reports ([@bib12], [@bib25], [@bib30]).Figure 1Conformational Dynamics of Cas12a Ternary Complexes on Fully Matched dsDNA(A) Representative smFRET trajectories and cartoons illustrating corresponding states. Cy3 (green dots) is labeled at 3′ end of crRNA, Cy5 (red dots) is labeled at the TS 28 nucleotides away from the PAM. Black lines are apparent FRET efficiencies, and red lines are hidden Markov modeling of FRET. Immobilized dsDNA contains 23 matched bases toward the crRNA. Under 532 nm excitation, spontaneous appearance of Cy3 and FRET signals represents the formation of Cas12a ternary complexes on immobilized dsDNAs (black arrows), and disappearance of FRET corresponds to dissociation of the cleaved PAM-distal DNA fragments (blue arrows). Four distinctive FRET states are indicated and assigned as S1--S4 from low to high values.(B) Time-dependent FRET probability density plots synchronized at the appearance of FRET (defined as *t* = 0 in the left panel) or at the disappearance of FRET (defined as *t* = 0 in the right panel). From them, evolution of FRET after complex formation or before release of cleaved DNA can be carefully examined. Overall, FRET efficiencies increase over time after complex formation.(C) A transition density plot reflecting transition frequencies among FRET states, in which initial and final FRET values for each transition event are accumulated into a two-dimensional histogram.(D) A kinetic scheme displaying transition pathways and rates (s^−1^) among different FRET states. All experiments were repeated three times, and SEMs were used as error bars.

We identified four distinctive FRET states from single-molecule trajectories of Cas12a ternary complexes using a Hidden Markov Model-based software ([@bib20]). They were assigned as S1, S2, S3, and S4 states, whose FRET efficiencies were 0.28 ± 0.01, 0.49 ± 0.01, 0.75 ± 0.01, and 0.95 ± 0.01, respectively. Almost all FRET events were initiated at S1, the lowest FRET state. Interestingly, as shown by representative traces, FRET events could terminate from either S3 or S4 state ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C), two highest FRET states, after transiting through an intermediate FRET state (S2). Although the overall trend was that FRET efficiencies of ternary complexes increased over time, spontaneous transitions from a high- to a low-FRET state were commonly detected ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). FRET transition density plot ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C) showed that dynamic transitions mostly occurred between two conformational states whose FRET values were close to each other. Dwell times of each state and transition rates among them were extracted and quantified. In all, a quantitative kinetic scheme containing four conformational states was established to describe the conformational dynamics of Cas12a ternary complexes ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D).

Using FRET pairs located on crRNA and NTS, a similar smFRET study by Jeon and colleagues also discovered that AsCas12a ternary complexes present four distinctive FRET states ([@bib12]). After formation of ternary complexes, AsCas12a gradually transited from the lowest FRET state to the highest FRET state until release of cleaved DNA. Overall, their discoveries and assignment of FRET states are mostly consistent with ours. However, AsCas12a only displays irreversible transitions from low- to high-FRET states and cleaved DNAs are released from the highest FRET state, whereas LbCas12a clearly displays reversible transitions between different conformational states and release of cleaved DNA fragments can occur from either the S3 or S4 state ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). LbCas12a still displayed similar behaviors when crRNA-NTS FRET pair was used instead of crRNA-TS FRET pair ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). Therefore, we speculated that different Cas12a orthologs could present quite different dynamic and biochemical behaviors originating from their own intrinsic properties ([@bib25]).

Using FRET pairs located on FnCas12a protein, another smFRET study revealed that FnCas12a/crRNA/dsDNA complexes also spontaneously fluctuated among four FRET states. The fact that both LbCas12a and FnCas12a display highly dynamic and reversible transitions among different conformations indicates that they have lower energy barriers among different states than AsCas12a, which might cause LbCas12a and FnCas12a to have faster rates to transit into pre-cleavage states and to cleave dsDNA than AsCas12a ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib25]).Figure 2Conformational Dynamics of Cas12a Ternary Complexes on Partial Cognate dsDNAs(A) Cartoons illustrating immobilization, labeling sites of Cy3 (green dot) and Cy5 (red dot), and positions of crRNA/DNA matches and mismatches.(B) Time-dependent FRET probability density plots and transition density plots (when applicable) of Cas12a on partial cognate dsDNAs. dsDNAs are named after the number of matched bases between crRNA and TS at their PAM-proximal ends.(C) Cleavage of dsDNAs by Cas12a at 25°C for 32 s or 2 min.(D) Kinetic schemes describing dynamics of Cas12a complexes.(E) Four representative energy landscapes of Cas12a complexes. Bold horizontal lines represent four conformational states captured by smFRET, and thin horizontal lines represent energy barriers along transition pathways. For 19m-dsDNA, which contains parallel reaction pathways, the major pathway is shown in solid lines and the minor pathway in dashed lines. For clarity, energy landscapes of Cas12a with other dsDNAs were displayed in [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C. *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant and *T* is the temperature.

Dynamics of Cas12a Complexes on Partial Cognate dsDNAs and Assignment of Conformational States {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the smFRET assays described above, we quantified how the conformational dynamics of ternary complexes were modulated when partial cognate dsDNA targets were present ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Here, we used the same crRNA and altered the sequence of dsDNA targets, whose names were based on the number of matched bases between crRNA and TS at PAM-proximal end ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A and [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, 23m-dsDNA was the cognate target, whereas 6m- and 21m-dsDNAs contained 6 and 21 consecutive matched bases at their PAM-proximal end, respectively.

When 6 or 11 mismatched bases were introduced at the PAM-proximal end of 23m-dsDNA, almost no Cas12a/crRNA-binding events or FRET signals were detected. On the other hand, Cas12a complexes containing 6 and 11 matched bases at the PAM-proximal end both exhibited a single FRET state corresponding to the S1 state ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, disappearance of their FRET signals was caused by dissociation of Cy3-labeled Cas12a/crRNA from immobilized dsDNA, because FRET and Cy3 signals disappeared simultaneously in most cases (∼90%, example traces shown in [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, S1 is an intermediate state formed after PAM recognition and partial R-loop formation.

The S2 state appeared when there were 14 matched bases between crRNA and TS at the PAM-proximal end. Under such condition, Cas12a complexes mainly fluctuated between the S1 and S2 states and barely sampled the S3 or S4 states ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The populations of S3 and S4 increased to 9% ± 1% and 11% ± 4%, respectively, when 16m-dsDNA was used. With dsDNAs containing 17 or more matched bases toward crRNA, Cas12a complexes quickly transited through the low-FRET S1 and S2 states and mainly stayed in one of the high-FRET states, S3 or S4. Their abilities to quickly transit into S3 or S4 strongly correlated with their cleavage activities ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and 2C). In addition, dissociation of cleaved DNA fragments, indicated by disappearance of FRET and Cy5 signals, can also occur from either S3 or S4 ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A, [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C, and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results suggested that S3 and S4 states are likely to fulfill similar functions. Previous results from single-molecule and ensemble biochemical measurements suggested that the cleavage of NTS precedes the cleavage of TS ([@bib12], [@bib28], [@bib30]). Using Cy3-labeled NTS and Cy5-labeled TS, we also discovered that cleaved NTS fragments were released before cleaved TS in most cases ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, we proposed that S2 is the NTS pre-cleavage state formed when the R-loop is extended to the PAM-distal end. Both S3 and S4 represent TS pre-cleavage states, whose difference will be described below.

Energy Landscapes of Cas12a Complexes {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------

Cas12a complexes containing 14 or more matched bases between crRNA and TS displayed transitions among different conformational states ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and 2D). Based on their major transition pathways, quantitative kinetic schemes containing transition rates extracted from single-molecule trajectories were established ([Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S4B). The differences in free energies between conformational states and the energy barriers along reaction pathways were quantified and used to plot energy landscapes of Cas12a complexes with partial cognate and full cognate dsDNAs ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C).

Several features of conformational dynamics of Cas12a complexes could be summarized from their FRET patterns and energy landscapes. (1) Once Cas12a ternary complexes were formed, they were initiated at the S1 state, an intermediate state containing partially formed R-loop. In our experiments, Cas12a complexes remained in S1 when matched bases between crRNA and TS were 11 or less, whereas Cas12a could advance to other states when matched bases were 14 or more. (2) When dsDNA contained 14 or more matched bases toward crRNA, transition rates from S1 to S2 were fast (0.48--1.00 s^−1^, [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). However, biochemical assays revealed that 14m-dsDNA could not be cleaved and cleavage of 15m-dsDNA and 16m-dsDNA required several minutes or more ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) ([@bib28]). These results suggested that Cas12a complexes containing intact dsDNAs are able to quickly access S2, the NTS pre-cleavage state, from the initial S1 state after further extension of the R-loop. (3) The S3 state was the most stable state when there were 20 or more matched bases between crRNA and TS. On the other hand, the S4 state became the most stable state and Cas12a displayed significant transition from S2 to S4 when there were 17--19 matched bases. Our observation that dsDNAs containing 17--23 matches were all cleaved by Cas12a at similar rates supports our assignment that both S3 and S4 are TS pre-cleavage states ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). In the presence of 15 or 16 matched bases, cleavage rate was significantly slower because S3 and S4 became less stable than S2 and were sampled by Cas12a complexes at low frequencies ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and 2E).

S3 and S4 States Are TS Pre-cleavage States Targeting Different Cleavage Sites {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recent reports ([@bib27], [@bib33], [@bib30]) indicated that Cas12a could cleave TS at different sites and produce fragments with different lengths. We hypothesized that the S3 and S4 states target different cleavage sites. The proportion of Cas12a complexes staying in S4 as the last state before disappearance of FRET increased from 11% ± 2% with 23m-dsDNA to 53% ± 2% with 17m-dsDNA ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Using Cy5-labeled TS, we discovered that there were three cleaved TS fragments of different lengths ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). The proportion of cleaved product P-proximal increased from 35% ± 1% with 23m-dsDNA to 80% ± 2% with 17m-dsDNA ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). Thus the proportion of the S4 FRET state strongly correlated with the proportion of cleaved product P-proximal, whereas the proportion of the S3 FRET state strongly correlated with the proportion of cleaved products P-distal and P-middle ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). Together, our results supported the model that both S3 and S4 states are pre-cleavage states targeting different TS cleavage sites to produce fragments of different lengths.Figure 3Correlation between FRET Pattern and TS Cleavage Pattern of Cas12a(A) FRET distributions of Cas12a complexes in the last frame before disappearance of FRET.(B) Cleavage of TS. dsDNAs are labeled at the PAM-distal end of TSs. Three cleaved fragments of different lengths are separated on 15% urea-PAGE. They are assigned as P-distal, P-middle, and P-proximal, whose cleavage sites on TS are about +26, +25, and +24, respectively ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B).(C) Proportion of cleaved TS fragments of different lengths.(D) Linear correlation between proportion of FRET states and proportion of TS fragments. They display a strong positive correlation with Pearson\'s r ≥ 0.96. All experiments were repeated three times, and SEMs were used as error bars.

NTS Cleavage Site Is Freed from DNA Duplex after DNase Activation of Cas12a {#sec2.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although Cas12a displayed no cleavage activities toward 14m-dsDNA within 30 min ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A), the TS of 14m-dsDNA in its single-stranded form was able to induce indiscriminate single-stranded DNase activity of Cas12a ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). In addition, pre-unwound 14m-dsDNAs containing mismatches between TS and NTS from +15 to +17 or from +15 to +23 can be cleaved by Cas12a, whereas pre-unwound 6m-dsDNAs containing mismatches at the same sites cannot be cleaved ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). Together, these results suggested that 14 base pairs between crRNA and TS at the PAM-proximal end were sufficient to trigger the nuclease activation of Cas12a. The NTS cleavage site located around +18 is freed in pre-unwound dsDNAs to permit its accessibility and cleavage, whereas the NTS cleavage site in 14m-dsDNA remains in its duplex form and thus prevents further cleavage. Therefore, we speculated that freeing single-stranded NTS from DNA duplex is an important checkpoint after nuclease activation and 17 or more base pairs between crRNA and TS are needed to fully release NTS cleavage site to enable quick cleavage ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C).Figure 4Cleavage and smFRET of Pre-unwound or Pre-cleaved DNAs(A) Indiscriminate single-stranded DNA cleavage activated by 23m- or 14m- single-stranded activators, which contain 23 and 14 matched bases toward 23m-crRNA at the PAM-proximal end, respectively. Matched bases toward 23m-crRNA are shown in blue, whereas mismatched bases toward 23m-crRNA are shown in red. Non-specific ssDNA was labeled with Cy5 at the 5′ end.(B) Cleavage of pre-unwound dsDNAs. Cas12a was guided by 23m-crRNA or 14m-crRNA, which contain 23 or 14 matched bases at their PAM-proximal ends toward 23m-dsDNA, respectively. Pre-unwound segments are plotted as bulges. Labeling sites are shown in cartoons.(C) Cleavage of 23m-dsDNA containing pre-cleaved NTS or TS. Locations of the pre-cleaved and labeling sites are shown in cartoons. In the presence of 14m-crRNA, pre-cleaved NTS (NTS-nick) caused cleavage of TS (dsDNA \#7), whereas pre-cleaved TS (TS-nick) did not lead to cleavage of NTS (dsDNA \#9).(D) Time-dependent FRET probability density and transition density plots of Cas12a complexes on NTS-nick 14m-dsDNAs.

NTS Cleavage Governs TS Cleavage {#sec2.6}
--------------------------------

Next, we introduced nicks at the cleavage sites of the NTS (termed NTS-nick) or the TS (termed TS-nick) to generate dsDNAs containing pre-cleaved NTS or pre-cleaved TS. When there were only 14 matched bases between crRNA and TS at the PAM-proximal end, pre-cleaved NTS led to significant cleavage of TS, whereas no cleavage of NTS was detected in the presence of pre-cleaved TS ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). smFRET measurements also showed that Cas12a with NTS-nick 14m-dsDNA can quickly transit to TS pre-cleavage states ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D), whereas Cas12a with intact 14m-dsDNA barely samples TS pre-cleavage states ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Together, our observation that pre-cleaved NTS permitted cleavage of TS and cleavage of NTS was not affected by pre-cleaved TS suggested that NTS cleavage precedes and governs TS cleavage.

TS Pre-cleavage States Are Stabilized after NTS Cleavage {#sec2.7}
--------------------------------------------------------

To examine how cleavage of NTS affects the dynamics of Cas12a complexes, we used dCas12a whose nuclease activity is completely abolished by introducing the E925A point mutation ([@bib38]). Interestingly, dCas12a ternary complexes formed with intact 23m-dsDNA also displayed all four FRET states as we described above ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). However, dCas12a complexes mainly stayed in the NTS pre-cleavage state (S2 state) and occasionally sampled the TS pre-cleavage states (S3 and S4 states, [Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A and [S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). From energy landscape, we can clearly visualize that S3 and S4 were less stable than S2 for dCas12a ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C), whereas S3 and S4 were stabilized and at least one of them became more stable than S2 for active Cas12a complexes ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). With dsDNA containing pre-cleaved NTS (NTS-nick), dCas12a complexes quickly transited into and mainly stayed in the TS pre-cleavage states, S3 and S4 ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B and [S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We quantified that the presence of pre-cleaved NTS in dCas12a/23m-dsDNA complexes stabilized the S3 and S4 states (Δ*G* = −3.5 ± 0.3 and −4.4 ± 0.4 *k*~B~*T*, respectively) and destabilized the S2 state (Δ*G* = 1.2 ± 0.3 *k*~B~*T*) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C). Together, our results suggested that Cas12a complexes containing intact NTS can only transiently sample TS pre-cleavage states, whereas cleaved NTS stabilized TS pre-cleavage states to facilitate subsequent cleavage step.Figure 5Conformational Dynamics of dCas12a Complexes(A and B) Time-dependent FRET probability density plots and transition density plots of dCas12a complexes on intact (A) or NTS-nick (B) 23m-dsDNAs.(C) Energy landscapes of dCas12a complexes on intact or NTS-nick 23m-dsDNAs.(D) Time-dependent FRET probability density plots of dCas12a complexes on NTS-nick 20m-, 18m-, and 17m-dsDNAs.(E) Cartoons demonstrating how transition rates between TS-pre-cleavage states S3 and S4 were modulated by the extent of crRNA-DNA complementarity.

When pre-cleaved NTS was introduced into 20m-, 18m-, and 17m-dsDNAs, proportion of S4 increased when the number of matched bases decreased ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D and 5E). Similar behaviors were also captured using Cas12a complexes ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). These results indicated that the relative stabilities of TS pre-cleavage states, S3 and S4, were modulated by the extent of complementarity between crRNA and TS.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Previous structural and biochemical studies ([@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib12], [@bib30]) indicated that Cas12a ternary complexes went through a highly dynamic process to permit dsDNA cleavage, whose main steps included crRNA invasion, R-loop formation, R-loop expansion, and conformational changes to allow two DNA strands to be cleaved by the RuvC nuclease domain sequentially. Here, we utilized FRET pair located on the crRNA and TS to capture the conformational dynamics of individual Cas12a complexes from their formation until release of cleaved DNA fragments in detail. Four distinctive conformational states distinguished by their FRET efficiencies were identified by our smFRET measurements. In addition to previous discoveries, we established the following quantitative kinetic scheme to describe the reaction pathways of Cas12a ternary complexes ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). When the Cas12a/crRNA binary complex recognizes its target, ternary complex is formed in the S1 FRET state, an intermediate state containing partially formed R-loop. Extension of the R-loop to the PAM-distal end causes further interactions between Cas12a and the heteroduplex, which trigger conformational changes of Cas12a to activate its nuclease center and to adopt the NTS pre-cleavage conformational state identified as the S2 FRET state. Cas12a complex containing intact NTS can only transiently sample S3 and S4 states, TS pre-cleavage states targeting different cleavage sites. Once NTS is cleaved, TS pre-cleavage states are greatly stabilized and become long-lived states. The extent of complementarity between crRNA and TS modulates the relative stabilities of S3 and S4, which eventually causes different patterns of cleaved TS fragments ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Last, the PAM-distal DNA fragments quickly dissociate from the complexes, whereas the PAM-proximal DNA fragments remain bound with Cas12a/crRNA.Figure 6A Kinetic Scheme Describing Reaction Pathways of Cas12a/crRNA/dsDNA Ternary Complexes from Formation Until DNA CleavageCas12a proteins are shown in gray, crRNAs are shown in black, and dsDNAs are shown in purple. Cy3 and Cy5 are labeled at crRNAs and TSs of dsDNAs, respectively. Two-way and one-way arrows indicate reversible and irreversible reactions, respectively. Once Cas12a/crRNA binary complexes recognize their target sites and initiate the R-loop formation, ternary complexes are formed in the S1 state. Cas12a complexes transit into the S2 state when the R-loop is extended to contain 14 or more base pairs. Cas12a complexes containing intact NTS can only transiently sample S3 and S4 states from S2 without carrying out TS cleavage. After irreversible cleavage of NTS, S3 and S4 states are stabilized, in which the nuclease activation centers target different cleavage sites on TS. Cleavage of TS occurring from S3 and S4 generates cleaved TS fragments of different lengths, and PAM-distal fragments are released from the complexes.

Previous studies showed that the length and composition of the 5′ end of crRNA affected the nuclease activities of Cas12a ([@bib22], [@bib25]). Here, we used a crRNA, which contained four G nucleotides at its 5′ end and displayed slower cleavage rate than the crRNA containing a single U at its 5′ end, to repeat several experiments described above ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In general, stabilities of different conformational states and transition rates among them were moderately affected by G nucleotides at the 5′ end of the crRNA, whereas the overall reaction pathways and kinetic schemes remained the same.

Unlike Cas9, which can form stable binding on off-target sites containing eight or more base pairs at the PAM-proximal end without cleaving dsDNA ([@bib26]), Cas12a has to cleave dsDNA to remain stably bound ([@bib25]). Our kinetic scheme provides an explanation toward such phenomena ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Cas12a complexes containing intact dsDNAs could disassemble quickly through a series of reversible steps, whereas irreversible cleavage steps of DNA prevent disassembly process. Furthermore, in the presence of partial cognate dsDNA targets containing 15 or 16 matched bases, competition between the disassembly and cleavage steps causes a lot of unproductive formation of Cas12a ternary complexes ([@bib12], [@bib25]), which reduces effective cleavage rates sharply ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Similarly, the ribosome utilizes a series of reversible steps to compete with forward reactions to achieve high specificity in tRNA selection ([@bib21], [@bib7]). Therefore the highly dynamic nature of Cas12a ternary complexes is likely to be one of the key mechanisms contributing to their higher specificity than Cas9 ([@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib34], [@bib35]).

Conformational changes of Cas12a protein, including movements of the REC linker, lid, and finger to interact with heteroduplex at several locations, serve as the checkpoints to activate its nuclease catalytic center ([@bib28]). Here, we discovered that 14 matched bases between crRNA and TS at the PAM-proximal end are sufficient to trigger nuclease activation of Cas12a, including its indiscriminate nuclease activity ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A--4C). Our observation, that Cas12a cannot cleave intact 14m-dsDNA but can cleave 14m-dsDNA containing pre-cleaved NTS or pre-unwound NTS, indicated that 14 base pairs between crRNA and TS are insufficient to release NTS cleavage sites (around +18) from dsDNA. On the other hand, in the presence of 17 or more base pairs between crRNA and TS or pre-unwound dsDNA targets, NTS cleavage sites are fully released. Therefore, NTS cleavage and subsequent TS cleavage are carried out quickly once the nuclease center is activated ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). Together, we proposed that, after Cas12a nuclease activation, the R-loop has to extend further to free NTS cleavage sites from the DNA duplex, which is another important checkpoint to permit its accessibility and cleavage.

Although dCas12a complexes containing intact 23m-dsDNA can transiently sample TS pre-cleavage states S3 and S4, they are less stable than S3 and S4 states of active Cas12a or dCas12a containing pre-cleaved NTS ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). In addition, FRET efficiencies of S3 and S4 states of dCas12a (0.65 ± 0.04 and 0.89 ± 0.03 for intact 23m-dsDNA) were significantly smaller than the corresponding values of Cas12a (0.75 ± 0.01 and 0.95 ± 0.01), which indicated that their conformational structures are similar but not exactly the same. Thus the presence of intact NTS protects TS from cleavage by destabilizing TS pre-cleavage states and preventing the correct positioning of Cas12a catalytic center toward cleavage sites on TS. Once NTS is cleaved, TS pre-cleavage states are stabilized in the correct conformations to license subsequent cleavage of TS. As a result, two DNA strands are cleaved in a sequentially coordinated fashion.

Until now, there is no direct structural information regarding how Cas12a cuts its TS. It is proposed that Cas12a and Cas12b may utilize similar mechanisms to cleave TS. In structures of AacCas12b complexes, TS adopts a sharp bending to bind the RuvC catalytic center in the same polarity as NTS does ([@bib39]). To achieve such conformation after NTS cleavage, additional conformational rearrangements of Cas12a complexes in combination with shortening the crRNA-TS heteroduplex are required to correctly target TS cleavage sites ([@bib28]). Here, we proposed that TS pre-cleavage states, S3 and S4, contain different bending conformations of TS caused by different extent of heteroduplex unwinding. According to our proposed model ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), Cas12a complexes with more PAM-distal-end mismatches are more likely to further unwind the R-loop, to cause further bending of TS, and to cleave at sites closer to the PAM, than the ones containing fewer or no mismatches. Such speculation is fully consistent with our observation ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Overall, our smFRET measurements provided direct evidences that Cas12a complexes can access multiple conformations in their TS pre-cleavage states.

Based on our established kinetic scheme, we speculated that one of the key aspects leading to high specificity of Cas12a is the reversible formation of Cas12a/crRNA/dsDNA complexes before DNA cleavage, which reduces effective cleavage rates toward off-target DNAs sharply. Release of NTS cleavage sites from DNA duplex serves as another important checkpoint after nuclease activation to initiate cleavage steps. NTS cleavage precedes and licenses TS cleavage to ensure that Cas12a cleaves both DNA strands in a well-ordered coordinated fashion. Cas12a complexes in TS pre-cleavage states adopt several alternative conformations targeting and cleaving different sites on TS. Thus, our findings provide insights to elucidate the working mechanisms of Cas12a and to optimize and engineer Cas12a as an effective and multipurpose tool in genome editing and manipulation.

Limitations of the Study {#sec3.1}
------------------------

We do want to point out that LbCas12a generates three cleaved TS fragments of different lengths, which indicates that there should be three TS pre-cleavage conformational states targeting different sites. However, different conformational states might present similar FRET efficiencies and be assigned as a single FRET state, when their differences cannot be resolved by the distance between FRET-labeling sites ([@bib28]). As a result, we only captured two FRET states, S3 and S4, as TS pre-cleavage states.

Methods {#sec4}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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Document S1. Transparent Methods, Figures S1--S7, and Tables S1--S3
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